You want to study logic. You enjoy an interdisciplinary approach to research. Join the...

Master of Logic

‘The people at the ILLC are extremely approachable, and they talk with great enthusiasm about their research.’

Annemieke Reijngoud, The Netherlands

‘I believe that I could not have received a better education in logic and I feel lucky that I have been part of it.’

Fabio Zanasi, Italy

‘The satisfaction derived from having understood a difficult topic will make you forget about the sleepless nights spent with like-minded friends from literally all around the world doing homework and projects.’

Aybuke Özgün, Turkey

The programme combines mathematics, computer science, linguistics, and philosophy to give a broad view of logic.

Students come from all continents and many different countries.

You design your own personal programme of study out of a total of over 40 courses, with the help of your mentor and under consideration of your strengths, weaknesses, and interests.

Interested? If you hold or are soon to obtain a Bachelor’s degree in a relevant field (for example, mathematics, computer science, philosophy, linguistics, but also many others), then you should apply. The Master of Logic programme leads to a highly respected research degree that opens doors to academic research at the highest level. Most of our graduates continue to get a PhD in logic or a related field.

www.illc.uva.nl/MScLogic